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INTRODUCTION
The study of common fixed points of compatible mappings has emerged
w xas an area of vigorous research activity ever since Jungck 1 introduced
the notion of compatible mappings. However, the study of common fixed
points of noncompatible mappings is also equally interesting. In his work
w x3, 4 , the present author initiated the study of common fixed points of
noncompatible mappings satisfying contractive type conditions. While
compatibility is useful mainly in the study of common fixed points of
contractive type mapping pairs and often requires the assumption of
continuity and completeness, the study of fixed points of noncompatible
mappings extends to the class of Lipschitz type mapping pairs even without
assuming continuity and completeness.
Ž .Two self-maps A and S of a metric space X, d are called compatible if
Ž .  4lim d ASx , SAx s 0 whenever x is a sequence such that lim Ax sn n n n n n
lim Sx s t for some t in X. This means that A and S will be noncom-n n
 4patible if there exists some sequence x such that lim Ax s lim Sxn n n n n
Ž .s t for some t in X but lim d ASx , SAx is either nonzero or nonexis-n n n
w xtent. In 1994, the present author 2 defined the notion of R weakly
Ž .commuting mappings. Two self-maps A and S of a metric space X, d are
Ž .defined to be R weakly commuting at a point x in X if d ASx, SAx F
Ž .Rd Ax, Sx for some R ) 0. The maps A and S are called pointwise R
weakly commuting on X if given x in X there exists R ) 0 such that
Ž . Ž .d ASx, SAx F Rd Ax, Sx . The definition implies that pointwise R weakly
commuting maps commute at their coincidence points. The converse of
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this is also true. For, if A and S commute at their coincidence points, we
 Ž . Ž .4can define R s max 1, d ASx, SAx rd Ax, Sx when Ax / Sx and R s 1
when Ax s Sx. Therefore, pointwise R-weak commutativity is equivalent
to commutativity at coincidence points. Compatible maps are obviously
pointwise R weakly commuting since they commute at their coincidence
points.
In the present paper, using the notion of pointwise R-weak commutativ-
ity we prove a common fixed point theorem for a pair of noncompatible
mappings without assuming completeness of the space or continuity of the
mappings involved. This theorem can be considered as an example of a
new class of common fixed point theorems which pertain to Lipschitz type
mapping pairs.
RESULTS
Ž .If f is a self-mapping of a metric space X, d , let fX denote the closure
of the range of f.
THEOREM. Let f and g be noncompatible pointwise R weakly commuting
Ž .self-mappings of a metric space X, d satisfying
Ž .i fX; gX
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii d fx, fy F kd gx, gy , k G 0, and
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž 2 .4iii d fx, f x / max d fx, gfx , d f x, gfx
whene¤er the right-hand side is nonzero. Then f and g ha¤e a common fixed
point.
 4Proof. Since f and g are noncompatible, there exists a sequence xn
Ž .such that fx “ t and gx “ t for some t in X but lim d fgx , gfx isn n n n n
either nonzero or nonexistent. Then, since t g fX and fX; gX there exists
Ž .u in X such that t s gu. By ii we now get
d fx , fu F kd gx , gu .Ž . Ž .n n
On letting n “ ‘ we get fu s gu. Pointwise R-weak commutativity of f
and g implies that fgu s gfu. Also, ffu s fgu s gfu s ggu. We claim that
Ž .ffu s fu. If not, by virtue of iii we get
d fu , ffu / max d fu , gfu , d gfu , ffu s d fu , ffu , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
a contradiction. Hence fu s ffu s gfu and fu is a common fixed point of f
and g. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now give an example to illustrate the above theorem.
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w xEXAMPLE. Let X s 0, 1 and d be the usual metric on X. Define f , g :
X “ X as
2'fx s 5 y 4 2 x y 1 y 1 r4,Ž .ž /
1gx s fractional part of 1 y x .Ž .Ž .3
Then f and g satisfy all the conditions of the above theorem and have
1two common fixed points x s 0 and x s .4
1'w Ž . x w .It may be verified in this example that fX s 0, 5 y 1 r4 , gX s 0, ,3
and fX; gX. Also, that f and g are noncompatible pointwise R weakly
commuting maps. f and g are pointwise R weakly commuting since they
1commute at their coincidence points viz. x s 0, , 1. To see that f and g4
1 4are noncompatible, let us consider the sequence x given by x s 1 y .n n n
1Then fx “ 0, gx “ 0, fgx “ 0, and gfx “ . Hence f and g aren n n n 3
noncompatible. It is also easy to verify that f and g satisfy the Lipschitz
type condition
d fx , fy F 6d gx , gy ,Ž . Ž .
together with the condition
d fx , f 2 x - max d fx , gfx , d f 2 x , gfx .Ž . 4Ž . Ž .
Remark. In view of the above example it is clear that the present
theorem is a different type of result than the common fixed point theo-
rems for contractive type mapping pairs. While contractive type mapping
pairs cannot possess more than one common fixed point, the above
theorem admits of the possibility of more than one common fixed point, as
Ž .is the case in the example given above. This is because condition ii in the
Ž .above theorem is a Lipschitz type condition while condition iii is an
inequality which in some cases may be a restricted type of contractive
Ž .condition. In fact, condition iii can be replaced by other conditions which
Ž .are not necessarily contractive type. For example, condition iii can be
replaced by any of the following conditions:
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .I d fx, f x / max d gx, gfx , d fx, gf , d f x, gfx , d fx, gfx ,
Ž 2 .4d gx, f x
Ž . Ž 2 .  Ž . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .II d gx, g x / max d fx, fgx , d gx, fx , d g x, fgx , d gx, fgx ,
Ž 2 .4d fx, g x
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4III d x, fx - max d x, gx , d fx, gx
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4IV d x, gx - max d x, fx , d gx, fx ,
whenever the right-hand side is nonzero.
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